Worksheet 8. Vocabulary review

Complete each sentence with the correct form of a verb from the word pool. Write the verb in the blank space.

add  beat  click  contain  cook  cover
describe  equal  figure

tablespoon  teaspoon

1. One tablespoon ______________ three teaspoons.

2. I’m excited! My heart __________________ very fast!

3. The box and the bowl __________________ cereal.

4. What is this piece for? I’m trying to __________________ it out.

5. When you __________________ on this link on the Internet, you find some good information about the university.

6. Water __________________ about 70% of the Earth.

7. Pat always __________________ sugar and milk to her coffee.

8. Here’s a saying: “One picture is worth a thousand words.” It means that a picture __________________ something very well and very easily.